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Abstract
Progression in machine learning and statistical inference are facilitating the advancement of domains like computer vision,
natural language processing (NLP), automation & robotics, and so on. Among the different persuasive improvements in
NLP, word embedding is one of the most used and revolutionary techniques. In this paper, we manifest an open-source
library for Bangla word extraction systems named BnVec which expects to furnish the Bangla NLP research community by
the utilization of some incredible word embedding techniques. The BnVec is splitted up into two parts, the first one is the
Bangla suitable defined class to embed words with access to the six most popular word embedding schemes (CountVectorizer,
TF-IDF, Hash Vectorizer, Word2vec, fastText, and GloVe). The other one is based on the pre-trained distributed word
embedding system of Word2vec, fastText, and GloVe. The pre-trained models have been built by collecting content from the
newspaper, social media, and Bangla wiki articles. The total number of tokens used to build the models exceeds 395,289,960.
The paper additionally depicts the performance of these models by various hyper-parameter tuning and then analyzes the
results.
Keywords: Word Embedding, Word2vec, fastText, Hash Vectorizer, TF-IDF, Bangla NLP

1. Introduction
Word embedding refers to the vector representation of linguistic or phonetic information. It is one of the most popular document representation models that is being comprehensively used in multiple domains of Natural language processing (NLP)
application including named entity recognition [7], sentiment analysis, part of speech tagging, and so forth [20]. Document
classification has become another essential research area where word embedding techniques are applied for semantic relationships between words [15]. Systems like informative dialogue flow [2,21] and chatbot [8] also incorporate word embedding
techniques. There are lots of word embedding strategies accessible for popular dialects. Whereas, in Bengali, we notice an
alternate picture. Bengali being one of the most communicated dialects on the earth has some unique linguistic traits which
make it distinguishable from most of the languages, even from the sub-continental dialects. Therefore, it is exceptionally
vital to embrace an alternate methodology in building up the word representation scheme of Bengali semantic frameworks
for gaining information from the text. Changing over data into lower-dimensional vectors is the primary objective of this
research. Throughout these years various strategies for word clustering or embedding have been presented. A portion of
these techniques offers the grouping of English and other popular languages in terms of high precision. Since Bangla is an
increasingly entangled language, high accuracy is hard to pick up. We tried three separate techniques to choose the strategy
that works best for Bangla word-embedding. These days word vector portrayal has been the most widely recognized strategy
for word group creation.
BnVec is a distributed word embedding open-source repository that provides the Bangla NLP research community with
powerful and free word embedding models. BnVec is a distributed and state-of-art word representation library that intends
to outfit the staggering word embedding models like the CountVectorizer, TF-IDF, Hash Vectorizer, Word2vec (Google) [14],
fastText (Facebook) [3], and GloVe (Stanford) [17]. Our paper can be divided into two major parts. In the first segment, we
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Figure 1: Methodology of BnVec

introduce the data collection, data formatting, data pre-processing, and hyper-parameter tuning. In the second segment we
proceed with robust methodological assertions like filtering content, tokenizing, stop words removal experimentations, and
so on. The major contributions in this manuscript are stated below:
• We present 5 Word Embedding techniques and figure out the best suitable word embedding system for the Bangla
language
• We introduce a powerful python pre-trained module named BnVec which will strengthen the research area of Bangla
NLP
• Some qualitative and quantitative comparisons between different word embedding techniques with a suﬀiciently large
Bangla dataset are shown
The remaining section of the article is organized as follows: Section-II describes similar work on word vectorizers and embedding; Section-III illustrated the proposed methodology of this work. Section-IV describes the experiment, the pretrained
model, and evaluates results. We have concluded the article in Section V by mentioning the future research direction.

2. Related Work
Lund, K., Burgess, C. have presented a matrix factorization method [11] of finding semantic similarities of words. They
showed the relationship between words and context words by building a co-occurrence matrix. Their work has been improved
in [19] applying some normalization techniques. There have been some works on window-based methods on word embedding.
Among them, the Word2vec model [13] is the most used one in NLP areas. Authors in this work have proposed two novel
architectures Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) & Skip-gram (SG). Mikolov et al. extended this work and improved
CBOW and SG [14] by increasing the training speed and avoiding overly frequent words. A hybrid model using both
matrix factorization and context window-based method named GloVe model has been introduced in [17] which reduced the
shortcomings of both methods. But GloVe doesn’t take into account the morphological information of words. Bojanowski
et al. were the first to consider the morphological information while finding semantic relationships among words [3].For
Hindi word embedding there exists fastText and Adaptivemodesls [5]. Word embedding techniques have been implemented
in many works to extract information and used as language features. In [6], the authors showed word clustering using the
N-gram technique. They found a semantic and contextual sense of words using the N-gram model and concluded that words
being used in similar contexts and having similar meanings belongs to the same group. Word sense disambiguation for
Hindi words was done in [10] by using SG and CBOW. Ahmad et al. used Word2vec for the Bengali document classification
problem [1]. Working with a large language dataset is very challenging for NLP researchers. Zhang et al. showed a way to
reduce the dimensionality of large language corpora using Word2vec [12]. Reviewing all the previous works done on word
embedding, we can conclude that this is a very rich research area and there are enough opportunities to make contributions
in this sector, especially for the Bangla language, since there are not enough resources related to Bangla word embedding.

3. BnVec Methodology
We have complemented five major phases including data collection, preprocessing, training data incorporating word representation algorithms, experiments, and evaluation to complete this BnVec model. We have also ensured the quality of data
by making it outlier-free using preprocessing technique. Here, Fig.1 describes the whole methodology of the proposed BnVec
method.

3.1. Data description and Corpus preparation
To make a fully functioning word embedding model, a great measure of information is required to validate the speculation
and calculation. Word embedding works on linguistic information or corpus, so for that, we had to gather different chunks of
the data. Wellspring of our Bangla plain content assortment based on three different web-based methods such as news-related
data, social media, and information related to Bangla.
We surfed on various online sources like Bengali blogs, articles, books, news portals, Bangla Wikipedia, and so on. Social
media were another big source of our corpus. Another big source of data is the news portals, we collected the last 10 years of
news of the popular Bangla newspapers ‘The Daily Prothom Alo’ and ‘The Daily Ittefaq’. Moreover, the Bangla Wikipedia
is a significant part of the information collection. In the Table1 we described the dataset we have used.
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Table 1: The summary of the collected data

Total Articles
Total Sentences
Total Words
Total Words after Removing Punctuation
and Extra Stop Words
Unique Words

1,432,210
65,881,660
395,289,960
354,520,143
6,565,187

The Fig.2 represents that the most frequent words are maximum stop words, even they do not make sense as a good sentiment
of the word representation. In the pre-processing part, the stop words are removed.

Figure 2: Most Frequent Words before Stopwords Removal

All collected data are stored as a text of Bengali sentences. They can be treated as strings. However, we cannot input this
raw data directly to the model. So, we have implemented pre-processing techniques to make the dataset suitable for the
model.

3.2. Data Pre-Processing
3.2.1. Non-Bangla Content Filtering
We first filtered the non-Bengali word from the dataset to make it a pure Bangla dataset. That is specifically essential while
coping with phonetical essence from the “web” or “Facebook” source of data. Even though Bengali may be easily recognized
using its alphabet, there are different languages some of whose alphabet consists of characters that overlap with the Bangla
alphabet which includes English and other Indo-European languages. The project turned into finding out one of the best
collections of textual contents in Bangladeshi literature and filtering something else. To do this, we used Bangla Regular
Expressions(BRE) in Bangla to select languages that use certain alphabets.
3.2.2. Punctuation Removal
This applies to delete unnecessary characters that do not add sentimental or informational details in the expression including
colon, semicolon, comma, query mark, exclamation point, etc. For instance: “মাতৃ ভিম িত মানুেষর ভােলাবাসা, ভােলা লাগা, গভীর
আেবগ-অনুভিতেক বেল েদশে ম।” ->“মাতৃ ভিম িত মানুেষর ভােলাবাসা ভােলা লাগা গভীর আেবগ অনুভিতেক বেল েদশে ম” (Motherland
is the love, affection, patriotism of everyone)
3.2.3. Normalization
Bangla characters normalization is an essential preprocessing action that is executed for managing Bengali text. There are
heaps of words having various character structures. Hence, changing over the character to a word is extremely significant.
For example, the word ' টাকা'’ (cash) can be composed as the exceptional character ' ৳', comparable ' িমিনট'(minute) can
be composed as ' িমঃ'. Thus ' েকা ািন' (company) as ' েকাং', 'িলিমেটড' (limited) as 'িলঃ' and so on. In this progression,
we also additionally normalized the URLs and emoticons. Some of the common ones are normalized by supplanting their
content with a solitary non-standard Bangla word.
3.2.4. Tokenization
In order to apply machine learning, we need to split the text documents into small units and this process is called tokenization.
Let’s consider the following example for tokenization. Example: েদশেক ভােলাবাসার অথর্ েদেশর মানুষেক ভােলাবাসা (To love the
country means to love the people of the country)=> 'েদশেক', 'ভােলাবাসার', 'অথর্ ', 'েদেশর', 'মানুষেক', 'ভােলাবাসা'.
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3.2.5. Stop Words Removal
There are some words that are repeated frequently in a sentence but don’t have much significance in the meaning of the
sentence. So, we have removed the stop words and the procedure is exemplified here: এবং(and), েকাথায় (where),অথবা (or),
েত (to), সােথ (with), etc are some common examples. Since the word portrayal has no impact on emotions or relevant
investigation. Along these lines, the expulsion of stop words may expand training and preparing information execution.
Each stopword in the pre-prepared model is expelled. In any case, in the trained model class, the end of stop words relies
upon the client. In most cases, one needs to adopt well-structured functions to discard the stop words building.

3.3. Building the models
We employed the preprocessed data for the training mode. Through using various vector sizes, window sizes, and a number
of iterations, we evaluated the performance of each model individually. The models we built were built using the Gensim
tool [18], a popular toolkit designed to handle almost every common NLP problem and also includes Word2vec model
implementation. As building models, we followed the Word2vec, fastText, and GloVe to developed the pre-trained models.
For defined functions, we followed CountVectorizer, TF-IDF, hash vectorizer, Word2vec, fastText, and glove.
3.3.1. CountVectorizer
Count Vector is an exceptionally powerful and straightforward technique used in language processing. An N×M grid is
generated, where N represents the number of information components and M is the number of unit components present in
the information components. Each data component is represented by the frequency of unit elements presented in the data
component.
3.3.2. TF-IDF Vectorizer
TF-IDF, aka “Term-frequency time’s inverse document-frequency” is a popular and powerful encoding model for text encoding. It calculates the significance of a word in a given document concerning the overall occurrence of that word in a
dataset. TF-IDF rises when a word/term is more frequent in a document but less frequent in a whole dataset of documents. The equation of computing the TF-IDF of any term t in a given document d in any document set is calculated from
equation-1 [16]:
t f _id f (t, d) = t f (t, d) ∗ id f (t)

(1)

where “tf” is the term frequency that is the total number of term t in document d calculated from equation-2:
t f (t, d) = t : t ∈ d

(2)

and “idf” is inverse document frequency calculated as equation-3:
(
id f (t) = log

n
d f (t)

)
+1

(3)

where n represents the number of total documents in the dataset and df(t) represents the occurrence frequency of t, which
is the number of documents in the dataset containing the term t.
3.3.3. Hashing Vectorizer
Hashing vectorizer is another widely used word embedding method formulated in [16]. It uses some hashing techniques to
tokens large test datasets in a memory-eﬀicient way. The main strategy used by it is that this vectorizer does not store the
vocabulary dictionary in memory. But this strategy comes with the cost of losing the inverse transformation from feature
vectors to words.
3.3.4. Word2Vec
Word2Vec is a novel and widely used word embedding model. It uses neural networks to find the semantic similarity of the
context of the words. Two inversely related architectures are used in Word2vec namely Skip-gram and a CBOW. Skip gram
is an unsupervised learning model which is used to compute semantic similarity in words based on the context of a given
word. Skip gram calculates the maximum average logarithmic probability according to equation-4 [14]

−

1
V

V

∑

∑

v=1 −c≤m≤c, m̸=0

log [p (wv+m | wv )]

(4)
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from given training words w1 , w2 , w3 ..wN . Here c is the size of the context also called the window size. The probability
p (wn+m |wn ) can be calculated using equation-5:
)
(
exp uT i .u′o
p (i| o) =
∑v∈V exp (uT z .u′o )

(5)

where V represents the vocabulary list and u, u′ represents the ‘input’ and the ‘output’ vector representations of i, o respectively. Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) is another architecture highly used in language processing tasks. Unlike
Skip-gram, CBOW predicts a target word based on the context of some given words as input. CBOW uses continuous
distributed representations of the context. In CBOW a fixed window is constructed with some sequence of words and the
model tries to predict the middle word of the window based on the future and history words using the log-linear classifier.
The model tries to maximize the expression-6 [4] to achieve the predicted word wt.
1
V

∑ log (p (wv | wv−c ,

. . . wv−2 , wv−1 , wv+1 , wv+2 . . . wv+c ))

(6)

v∈V

Where V and c denote the same as the Skip-gram model. Fig.3 [13] represents both the model in a nutshell.

Figure 3: Skip-gram and CBOW architecture

3.3.5. GloVe
Glove or Global Vectors learns the embeddings from word co-occurrences [17]. It formulates a co-occurrence matrix represented by C where the rows and columns represent the word vocabulary and each entry in C, that is Ci j , denotes the
co-occurrence weight of words i and j. Higher weight results in higher similarity in the resultant vectors.
3.3.6. fastText
fastText is one of the most robust models that is being used for word embedding by using subword information [3]. This
model learns the embeddings from character n-grams of the training words. As a result, a non-existing word in the vocabulary
during training time can be constructed from its constituent n-grams. This surpasses the limitation of Word2vec and GloVe
where a non-vocal word can’t be obtained after training.

4. Experiments & Evaluation
In this section, we will illustrate the environmental setup of the project, training performance, installation of the library,
analysis of the training time, comparison and evaluation in both qualitative and quantitative approach.

4.1. Experimental setup & training performance
The entire model was executed in the python programming language. The framework had been divided into two major
segments. The first one is the per-trained model and the second is the defined train class. Both of the sections were
implemented in python 3.8. As the IDE, we used the Google Collab to implement the whole works. We preferred to use
TPU (Tensor processing unit) which is an AI accelerator application with 35gb ram and 40 cores which helped to run multithreads during training. From the Table2, we can figure out that the training time of CBOW & Skip-gram for Word2vec,
fasTest, and GloVe are 146.58, 194.43, 109.31, and 276.37, 331.14, 247.34 in minute unit respectively with the same size of
the window(5), vector(300), and iteration(25).
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Table 2: Parameter and training performance of models

Model

Window Size

Vector Size

Iteration

Word2Vec
fastText
GloVe

5
5
5

300
300
300

25
25
25

Training
CBOW
146.58
194.43
109.31

Time(minute)
SkipGram
276.37
331.14
247.34

4.2. Installation and Uses
The whole python library for the BenVec is separated into two parts. The first part consists of defined selective vectorizer
models with essential defined functions. The first part can be used to train the own dataset and can create a vectorizer
according to the dataset. Besides, all the functions were implemented based on Bangla language suitable. The second part
is related to three pre-trained functions for three models such as Word2vect, fastText, and GloVe. The Fig.4 represents a

Figure 4: Structure of BnVec

brief structure of the library. Here we used a wide range of sentences to train the models and transferred them to trained
models. The main benefit of these models to use easily without training datasets, it also helps to save time, and suitable
for the low-level configured machine. Fig.5 & 6 Represent some of BenVec’s functions for both classes. To install the BnVec,
need to follow the command “pip install BnVec”

Figure 5: The Hashvectorizer in BnVec

Figure 6: Some of the Functions of Word2vec in BnVec
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4.3. Evaluation
To evaluate the proposed models, we have used qualitative as well as quantitative strategies, every one of which is introduced
in the accompanying subsection.
4.3.1. Qualitative Evaluation
The motivation behind carrying through the qualitative assessment of our models was to look at how well they identify
similitude’s among the words. We have used word vectors for a small subset of estimation words and implemented a
clustering algorithm to see whether expressions of a similar polarity group together or not. We have conducted similar
experiments with different randomly chosen named elements of known kinds.
Table 3: Top 10 Similar Words of CBOW and Skip-gram Architecture

Input
Word
পিরবার

িবেনাদন

দুঘর্টনা

CBOW Output of 10 similar
words
বাবামা, পিরবারপিরজন, আত্মীয়পিরজন,
জন, পািরবািরকভােব, ামীস ান ,
ীস ান, সামািজক, িনকটাত্মীয়রা
আত্মীয় জেনরা
িচত্তিবেনাদন, িবেনাদনমূলক, েখলাধুলা
আন ময়, নাচগান, আন ফুিতর্ ,
েলাকসং িত, হািসআন , পযর্টনেকি ক
উপেভােগ
অি দুঘর্টনা, াণহািন, িবে ারণ ,
অ হািন, মৃতয্,মমর্াি ক, াকচাপায়,
পাহাড়ধেসর, ভিমক , জাহাজডিব

Skip-gram Output of 10
similar words
পিরবারই, বাবামাসহ, আত্মীয়পিরজন
আত্মীয়, ীস ানেদর, ামীস ান ,
জন, িনকটাত্মীয়রা, ীস ান, সপিরবার
েখলাধুলা, আন ময়, নাচগান, সং িত
িবেনাদনমূলক, না িনক, পযর্টনেকি ক
উপেভােগ,িচত্তিবেনাদন, েলাকসং িত
অি দুঘর্টনা, াণহািন,লঞ্চডিব
া য্ঝুঁিক,অসতকর্তার,ভিমক ,
িবে ারণ, অ হািন, মৃতয্,গািড়চাপায়

Every one of these undertakings is clarified in further subtleties in the accompanying subsections. The subset utilized can
be found in Table3. To picture and analyze the outcomes in a 2D chart. The outcomes appear in Fig.7. Inspecting these
outcomes, it is anything but diﬀicult to see that much of the time, expressions of a similar polarity have been bunched
together.

Figure 7: Word Clustering Using fastText

4.3.2. Quantitative Evaluation
To evaluate this model in a quantitative measure, we utilized the Bangla film review corpus (12.5k data) as a form of text
classification. Our point was not to completely address this assignment, but instead to exhibit that just by utilizing a decent
word embedding model, we could get sensible baseline scores for such undertaking. To do as such, we’ve splinted the dataset
into two sects (training and testing) at that point utilized TF–IDF values as a word embedding method with our Skip-gram
based three pre-trained models. At that point, we prepared the training set with Logistic Regression and Impact Learning [9],
Random Forest Tree, SVM then the test dataset is utilized to assess the presentation as appeared in Table4. The outcome
shows this very guileless methodology gives results that are practically identical to the best of the other accuracy scores;
this is accomplished with any element designing or the use of any intricate machine learning models. Word2vec with SVM
showed the highest accuracy and F1 score among the other word embedding techniques and classification algorithms. We
got an accuracy of 85.921% and an F1 score of 84.091%.
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Table 4: Evaluation Metrics on Different ML Algorithms

Algorithm
Logistic
Regression
Impact
Learning
Random
Forest Tree
SVM

TF-IDF

Word2Vec
F1
Accuracy
Score

fastText

Glove

Accuracy

F1
Score

Accuracy

F1
Score

Accuracy

F1
Score

74.521

71.513

82.153

79.151

82.991

80.012

80.151

80.001

74.981

72.003

84.231

83.124

84.097

83.409

81.892

80.989

73.124

69.983

83.812

83.001

82.974

83.193

80.008

78.921

75.913

74.081

85.921

84.091

85.173

83.917

83.821

82.759

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this research, we have presented two methodologies for Bengali word embedding. The first one includes the well-known
functionality of six popular word embedding techniques (CountVectorizer, TF-IDF, Hash vectorizer, Word2vec, fastText,
and GloVe) incorporating numerous Bangla text resources like newspaper, Wikipedia, and social media. Different qualitative
and quantitative measures were executed on a few tasks to demonstrate their capacity to infer proximity among words and
furthermore to look at the exhibition among all word embedding methodologies. We firmly believe that these pre-trained
models can easily be utilized by different analysts in the NLP domain to improve the effectiveness of different Bangla NLP
tasks. As a future direction of improvement, we want to develop unique and powerful character level embeddings model to
solve a considerable amount of recently trending issues like Bangla sentiment analysis, named substance recognition and so
on.
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